Conceptual understanding of Wikipedia

7. New editors benefit from progressive learning.


Progressive pathways to editing

5. New editors are confused about how Wikipedia works and separated from its community.

4. New editors have trouble discovering and using editing tools.

Attraction

-box checker

- Audience builder

- Embed talk threads

- Embedded talk threads

- Subscribe to tags to get syndication by tag; answerers

Engagement

- VALUE FLOW

- Return to active/empty thread for editors to specify the discussion

- Page showing multiple answers & votes

- Reasons for subscribing to tags

- Persistent or trackable

- Preventative work is better, better

- Focus almost exclusively focus on content, that is good faith but

Extension

- New editors are confused about how Wikipedia works and segmented from its community.

- New editors struggle with Wikipedia policies.

- New editors have trouble discovering and using editing tools.